The present work is an attempt to treat hydrogen storage in metals with the aid of field theoretical methods. Starting with the many-body Schrödinger equation, an adiabatic decompo sition yields an electronic system, a protonic system and a host lattice system. We define a storage energy consisting of a lattice contribution and an electronic part. The latter one will be evaluated by The New Tamm-Dancoff (NTD) procedure. This formalism is a method to compute differences of eigenvalues in quantum mechanical problems. As an example we derive a oneparticle equation describing a single hydrogen atom in a metal crystal.
Introduction
In recent years, energy storage systems have attracted great interest. We treat metal hydrides as a very promising example. Our theoretical description is based on first principles. In § § 1 and 2 we develop a consideration of the electronic and elastic problem of hydrogen storage in metals. In § 3 we define the storage energy as a difference energy between hydrided and dehydrided metal crystals. This storage energy consists of an electronic and an elastic part. We are exclusively interested in the computation of the electronic energy difference. The appropriate tool to calculate such energy dif ferences will be the New Tamm-Dancoff (NTD) procedure illustrated in § §4. 5 and 6. In § 7 we present a so-called zeroth order NTD-approximation applied to a single hydrogen centre. § 1. Twofold adiabatic decomposition (Born-Oppenheimer approximation) of the total problem. Definition of a reference system
The starting point of our investigation is the many-particle Schrödinger equation of a host crystal disturbed by stored hydrogen atoms , r H (//(*. Y, X) = E i//(.v. Y. X) (1.1) and of a reference system describing the eventually deformed host crystal without hydrogen centreŝ R<//R(.t,X) = ER y/R(x,X).
(1.
2)
The labels x, X and Y represent the set of electron coordinates xM , the set of nuclear coordinates of the host lattice atoms Xm i and the coordinates of the absorbed protons Y", respectively. We split the Hamiltonian into three parts where nie. M and M, denote the mass of the electron, the mass of the proton and the mass of the host lattice ion, respectively. (X ' means: p = //' exn. n' eluded.) The particular terms in (1.4) to (1.6) are the kinetic energies followed by the coulombic interactions. For our purpose it is best to consider the atomic cores rather than the nuclei of the host lattice. Therefore the coordinates xß represent the degrees of freedom of the explicitly treated N valence electrons in the metallic crystal, and those of the n additional electrons absorbed by the host lattice together with the n protons. The potentials F(x/(-i m ,). U\Yn-X m:i) and Wu\ X mJ-X m,j) characterize the nucleus-electron interaction, the 0340-4811 / 84 / 0500-538 $ 01.3 0/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy. In the following we suitably choose the coordinateŝ m.iThe mobility of the electrons compared with that of the protons and nuclei is very high. Furthermore the protons are very mobile compared with the nuclei. By these facts we are encouraged to apply an adiabatic approximation (Born-Oppenheimer ap proximation) [1, 2] in two steps. For this purpose we express the total wavefunction in (1.1) in the form y/(x,Y,X) = y/N+"(x,Y,X) x(Y,X)d>(X).
(1.10)
Analogously we decompose the reference system y/R(x,XR) = ij/N(x,XR) 0 (X R).
(1.11)
The adiabatic decoupling of the total system can be achieved if we start with a Schrödinger equation for the electronic subsystem of the form
The index a denotes a set of appropriate quantum numbers. We treat the coordinates Y and X as parameters, i.e. the electronic states have to be calculated as functions of the instantaneous posi tions of protons and lattice ions. Inserting (1.10) into (1.1) leads to Neglecting the terms (1.14) and (1.15), which de scribe interactions of the subsystems, we gain the twofold adiabatic approximation. The energy eigen values e?+"(Y,X) of (1.12) play the role of an additional potential for the proton system
Furthermore X is treated as parameter.
(1.16)
Using ey+n(Y, X) of (1.12) and E?ß+n(X) of (1.16) in the left-hand side of (1.13), we get the Schrödinger problem for the cores of the host lattice:
If the adiabatic approximation is a realistic one, the eigenvalue of the host lattice system { / r + F^n 0*ßy(X) = E » f t 0 ,ßy(X) (1.18)
is an approach to the energy of the total system £ N+n % EN+n _ ( , j9)
The reference system (1.2) is decomposed in the same way. We get two subsystems, namely the elec tronic equation
Jf%irf,(x,XR) = e».(X*) v$(x,XR) (1.20) and the equation for the host lattice {*"R + e$(X*)} 0 ,y (X R) = E$y0*y{X*) . n. m . i
Here HX ß(Y,X) denotes the expectation value of the left-hand side of (2.2).
In the second step, we consider the host lattice system (1.18). Dividing Corresponding to (2.5), the energy eigenvalue E*+n ■*ßy is found by computing the expectation value of (2.7) with 0*ß.. A (X) denotes the change of the total energy of the crystal, i.e. elastic and electronic energy, caused by the lattice distortions due to hydrogen centres. Q("ly ( Y X) may be interpreted as interaction energy between the hydrogen centres and the dis torted metal lattice. With (2.9) and (3.1) we verify
and
The subscript g denotes a set of ground state quantum numbers as in (3.3). For more interpreta-(3.2) tion of the terms IF and e^, see [3] .
Differentiating the storage energy (3.6), we obtain the force equations 6 AE = -J L -(Q % { tX )+ A { X )) = H, (3.11) a x e r,
These expressions correspond to the system (2.12) of coupled nonlinear equations. They permit, in prin ciple, the determination of the equilibrium posi tions f a n d X (3.11) and (3.12) yield the proton coordinates depending on the positions of the lattice cores
Inserting (3.13) into (3.11), we get a lattice equilib rium system ex , A(X) = -e x , Qx%/(Y(X), X). (3.14)
We interpret the right-hand side in (3.14) as "ex ternal" forces acting on the ions of the host lattice. Obviously, these forces themselves depend on the displacements X. Therefore, we are left with a selfconsistent problem. For the rest of this paper, our main interest will be the computation of the electronic energy differ ence between the total system and the reference system co(Y,X):=e»+"(Y ,X )-e U X ) (3.15) which is an important term in Q^y(Y.X) in (3.9). We treat this energy difference (3.15) by the New Tamm-Dancoff (NTD) procedure, which is well known in field theory [4, 5] . To prepare for the dis cussion of the NTD-formalism, we start with a mathematical introduction. § 4. The CAR-tensor product
Using the quantum field theoretical formulation, we introduce electron creation and destruction operators (//|(x), (•*)*• Due to the Fermi statistics, these field operators obey the following canonical anticommutation relations (CAR) {^s(jt), w (*')}+= -!vt(*), Y^ (*')!+= 0; >s(.v), ¥#(*')}+= <$(*-*') • 4s'.
(4.1) * The index s denoting spin-components will be sup pressed provided it is not necessary to treat it explicitly.
We consider the algebra .V^, induced by t//+ and i//, and note that our physical observables are special elements of this algebra. Let In analogy, we define vacuum states Or) and 0 H .) with corresponding field operators v+(x), v (x) and ir+(jc), vr (jc). Again these operators generate CARalgebrass/v,s/w and Fock spaces Hv, Hw. To achieve an efficient representation, we com bine the three systems by forming the tensor pro duct. We obtain the algebra (For a detailed discussion, see [6, 7] .)
Because of the independence of the three sub systems, we have, for instance, the commutation relation When treating a many-body system one faces the problem of a "difference of large numbers". To avoid this difficulty we use the New Tamm-Dancoff (NTD) procedure.
We start with the field theoretical formulation of the electronic problem. The Hamiltonian of the reference system may be denoted by s n = Hk (<//+, yj) = Z J d3A -yJt (x) H (x, X) ^ (x) s If it is possible we suppress the arguments.
To obtain the Hamiltonian of the total system including hydrogen absorption, we have to add the potential of the stored protons FH(x ,f) = -Z^2/ i x -f n n and achieve «"(<//+, V) = 1HR(yt\ yy) + y>+ (x) VH(x, Y) ys(x). According to Haken [8] our further description will not be based on the so-called "bare vacuum" 0 ¥) but on a physical vacuum For this physical vacuum we choose the ground state of the N valence electrons in the ideal crystal. + t!//+(x) yy+(x') W(x.x') yy(x') y/(x) with tr H0(x,X°) = --As in the preceding sections, the labels R and H re present the reference system and the total system disturbed by stored hydrogen atoms, respectively. In the CAR-tensor product space s>/¥ (*).-/"., intro duced in § 4. we define the generating operator* r ;= eiw+s'tV e~iv+S^v+ ^i^+Siic e-ivS0y eiw+ SiV e~iy+ S0r + The projection operators So(jc,jc') and S, (jc, jc') would be given by Sq(x.x') = X bk(x )b t(x '), (5.14a) k occ. S,(jc.jc')= x bk(x)b*k (x').
(5.14b) k unocc.
Hence S0(x. jc') projects onto occupied states and ■ S] (x. x') maps onto the complement, that is unoc cupied states.
We return to the problem of calculating the elec tronic energy difference co(Y.X) of (3.15). The elec- § 6. The development of the NTD-formalism Our physical problem is represented by HR, Hh e.V¥ ® H ® 11. We will specify a mapping of the quantum mechanical content of .?/w ® H ® i onto H ® s/v ®s/n,.
For that purpose, we write the states / / ) and R) as According to even or odd values of J or J ' we define so-called "even" or "odd" states. J > 0 describes a state with J excess electrons, while J < 0 corre sponds to a state with J defect electrons (holes).
Because there are no states with negative particle numbers, in the case of J < 0, J may not exceed the particle number of the physical vacuum state
Due to the special combinations of the field operators y/+, y/ and the projection operators So, Sj in (6.1), (6.2), we have the following properties: if both J and J ' are either even or odd, the operators ///(t//+ S], S0 y/) and yR {y/+ S], So y/) will commute. If J is even and J ' is odd, or vice versa, yH and yR will anticommute. Subsequently, we note that the states 7/) and R) may be chosen independently.
To convert the NTD-equation ( 
x -x 2 -r + OO Sf (j. x) vv+ ( / ) S0 ( / , x ') ----e -S, (x', y") v+ (? ') Sf (x. / " ) r (?")
x -x as well aŝ 2) = {vv+0') SoO'.x) h,+ (? ) S0( / , x ') ----^-r Si (jc',/') r +( / ') S, ( x ,/" ) r +( / " ) . (6.18)
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The term D(x.x') in (6.12) to (6.17) is in the form of a Hartree-Fock operator*
with //(x.X ) from (5.2), Coulomb interaction e2 | d3v 2 -and exchange interaction -e2-1 --
which is easily recognized if an expansion of the type (5.14) is introduced for S0(x, x').
* Due to spin degeneration, the factor 2 originates from formal contractions, e.g., = I U'7 (jc') H ;v (x). 5
In order to get more familiar with the structure of the Hamiltonians (6.11) and (6.15), we make some useful identifications: In IH// we interpret the operators vv (x) and v (x) as field operators a (x) of electrons, and as <7(x) of defect electrons (holes), respectively, in the following way If we expand a(x) and d(x) with respect to a complete set of one-particle wavefunctions bk (x) as(x) = X aKs bk (x ), ds( x ) = Z dk,sbt(x) (6.22) k unocc. k occ.
then, apart from a constant term and the additional proton potential, IHW can be written in accordance with the Hamiltonian obtained by Haken [8] due to an electron-hole transformation. The reference system can be treated in a similar way.
Interpreting ak dk as creation operator of an electron-hole pair, i.e. attaching d+ k the eigenvalue (-1) of the number operator, the particle number conservation is guaranteed. With the above identifications we gain We consider a physical model by putting one single proton in the position Y and one single additional electron into the metal crystal. These particles induce a polarization field. One can de scribe it by adding particle-hole pairs to the HartreeFock initial state, but the treatment of such effects is beyond the topic of this paper. Likewise, we choose the simplest reference state, namely the TVelectron Hartree-Fock problem of a disturbed metal lattice. Hence, in (6.32) we set A/=AF = 0 and J = 1, 7' = 0. This radical cut-off can be considered as a kind of zeroth order approximation. Using (6.11) and (6.15). equation (6.32) can be rewritten in a non-local one particle We end this section with a transformation of the Schrödinger problem (7.5) into an integral equation. For this purpose we state (7.5) in the following way Z b°l (z)(g,El -A(l)) £?*(*') 'h(x') = As(z) (7. We obtain the inversion of the left-hand side of (7.7) with the aid of the Green function and the kernel * K(x. z. /-) = -Z b°q(x) 9qb°q*(z) (7.14) (7.15) q <-q z ( V i ( z -x mj) -vi iz -x°mj) ) -z -? The integral representation allows the inclusion of special lattice properties in the problem, because it could be more simple to compute the Green func tion (7.10) with respect to realistic Bloch functions (even with Bloch functions of displaced lattice cores) than to solve the differential equation (7.5) . So. in simple metals, one can use pseudo-potentials to approximate the lattice potential V(x, X) and to compute appropriate Bloch functions with the aid of the perturbation theory. Essentially, the formula tion of the Green function is then only a problem of integration. On expanding the kernel of the integral equation, for instance with respect to hydrogen wavefunctions, and applying a qualified cut-off criterion, one is left with an integral kernel of finite rank. Obviously, introducing a delta function into (7.13) and representing it as a completeness relation relative to hydrogen wavefunctions ynims, we can multiply (7.13) with y/*/ms(x) and integrate over all .v. Hence, we obtain an algebraic eigenvalue equation where the cnlms denote the expansion coefficients with respect to hydrogen wavefunctions Cnlms = 1 Vtlms (X) < P s (*) (7-1 7) and Knims n'i'm's(/.) represents the matrix elements Knlms, n'I'm's (/•) = 1 rilmsix) K(X, z, /) y">rm>s(z) d 3.v d3z. (7.18) An extended investigation of the one-centre prob lem based on (7.5) is already done. We have calcu lated the electronic ground state energy and the resulting distortion forces with respect to host lattice displacements. Using the equilibrium condi tions for distorting and reacting forces the new lattice positions are fixed which enables us to com pute the volume extension.
A current work is concerned with the /7-centre problem. The great importance of diffusion of hydrogen in metals forces us to take into account the non-adiabatic terms Fv and Fx in (1.14) and (1.15).
Both points will be topics of subsequent papers.
